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 Time Frame: Standards:  2
nd

 & 3
rd

 Grade 

2-3 1 hour blocks Math 
Measurement and Data 

Science 
Conduct scientific experiments  

Identify local environmental issues 

Make Observations 

Explain how force affects the position and 

motion of objects 

Objectives: 

 Students will be able to properly create a bumble bee kite.  

 Students will be able to accurately mark halves and whole inches on their kite 

paper. 

 Students will be able to understand the effects of wind on their kites. 

 Students will observe the force of wind currents and the role they play in everyday 

life. 

Background Information: 

Wind/Kite Facts 

 A kite is a tethered aircraft.  The necessary lift that makes the kite wing fly is 

generated when air (or in some cases water) flows over and under the kite's wing, 

producing low pressure above the wing and high pressure below it.  

 The higher a kite flies the more wind it can catch; therefore it will stay up longer. 

 When areas of the earth heat up, the hot air rises and cooler air rushes in, creating 

wind. 

 When the wind blows, it can be used to turn the blades of a wind turbine. 

 The spinning of the blades sends energy to the wind turbines generator. 

 The energy from the wind turbines is used to produce power for 

homes/communities. 

 A wind farm is many turbines grouped together. 

 Wind farms can be big!  One turbine can be over 300 feet high and needs about 

two acres of land, but the land can still be used for farming and grazing. 

 The taller the wind turbine, the more wind it can catch. 

 

Materials: 

The Bumble Bee Kite http://www.gombergkites.com/nkm/plan1.html  

 In case the link doesn’t open, you will need 

http://www.gombergkites.com/nkm/plan1.html
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o 1 sheet of copier paper 

o Sewing thread 

o Stapler 

o Hole punch 

 

 
Poster board 

Crayons/colored pencils 

 

Procedure: 

 Divide students into groups and have them read the list of wind facts to get the 

conceptual idea of wind as a resource.  Have students summarize what they 

learned about wind as a resource to check for understanding. 

 

 Students will create a kite to have a discussion about wind and the effects that 

currents have on the kite.    
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Directions for making their kites: 

 Fold the sheet of paper in half… 

 Mark two points, A and B on the folded edge of the paper.  Point “A” should be 2-

1/2 inches from the end, and point “B”, 3-1/2 inches (you could have these already 

marked then have students measure them to check for accuracy). 

 Fold the top corners of the page to point A and staple them in place.  Do not 

crease the paper.  Just bend it back. 

 Punch a hole at point B and attach your flying thread. 

 

Poster board – to show the sequence of events of their kite flying in the air (flying up, 

down, and all around) – how does this relate to moving the blades of a wind turbine.  

Students must describe why their kite flies (wind facts will help with this information). 

 

This will lead to the discussion of wind turbines and why they are necessary to help 

produce power. 

 

Assessment: 

 

Were students able to accurately measure halves and whole inches on the folded edge of 

the paper to help in constructing their kite?  Or, were they able to use a ruler to check for 

accuracy? 

Were students able to accurately construct their kite? 

Were students able to see the changes in the wind (lift and drag) while flying their kite?  

Should be demonstrated on the observation of their poster.   

 

Additional Content or Extensions: 

 

Educational reasons to fly kites - may relate these to Social Studies  

 Cherry Blossom Festival in Japan  

 Children’s Day Japan  

 Chinese New Year 

Viewing different kites from around the world 

 

References: 

http://www.gombergkites.com/nkm/plan1.html 

http://coen.boisestate.edu/WindEnergy/WfS/TeacherResources 
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